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Three friends - Paul Schwan, Clarence
(Gus) Handerson, and Edmund (Ed) f.agy -
met regularly at the Alley Bar in Cleveland to

reaffirm their friendship and rccall the joys of their
college days. At one such meeting in April of.1912,
they decided that the unity of their friendship was so

valuable that it should be perpetuated by bringing
other friends into the organtzatton.

The first meeting was held on June 24, 1912,
during which a constitution was presented and
accepted, even though the club had no official name

at the time. OnJanuary 7 the following year the name

Gyro (suggested by new member Jimmie Hubbell)
was adopted. It was drawn from the word
"gyroscope," symbolizing the ability
to maintain a desired course and T1US, the
attitude regardless of
outside influences. Qtroscolte became

['rom the Gyral Principle came three key words:

POWER symbolizes the power of our
friendships in our human relationships.

POISE demonstrates the steadiness of
friendship in times of trial.

PURPOSE keeps the balance wheel of
friendship in men's lives.

GYRO's stated purpose, "fun for fun's sake

and friendship for friendship's sake" was so

disarmingly frank and honest, that one
prospective member exclaimed, "I can't believe how
believable it is!" 0ther typical questions from
prospects trying to satisff themselves that this great,

yet simple philosophy is for real are.. ,

What do you get out of a Gyro meeting?

A great deal of pleasure, shared with very
special friends.

I mean, when you leave a Gyro meeting,
don't you go away with some feeling of
obligation, like you have homework to do?

No, we leave the meeting smiling with a
mission-accomplished feeling. Then we
look forward to the next one with pleasant

anticipation.

This simple, honest philosophy proved to be

highly contagious. The bug first bit Paul, Clarence,

and Ed in the Alley Bar, then took off and quickly
infected thousands more throughout the United States

andCanada.
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GYRO Clubs don't compete with these

\p excellent organizations. They provide,

/ nstead, a delightfully welcome balance.
That's why a Gyro member who also belongs to one of
these other organizations, takes his service-club
responsibilities seriously while looking forward to his
next Gyro meeting like a kid looking forward to
recess. That's also why we state, with pride:

@yto's @oeil is
"Jun for Funts Seike
ernd Friendship for
Friendship's geike!"

A friend is er prcsemt you give yourcelf



Todav Gvro is divided into ten
^hdistricts ranging from Prince George

and Kitimat in northern British
Columbia to Fort Lauderdale, Florida and from
Dartmouth in eastern Canada to Long Beach in
California, as well as Tokyo, Japan. h is truly
international with over 2000 members and
continuing plans for growl over the coming
years. Once a year, members from Gyro clubs
meet at international conventions to guide
the affairs of the fraternity. This is where we
prove how universal the Gyro philosophy is, for
wherever the gathering. . .

We neaer rneet a strangen
We alutays hauefun.
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A Froternity of Friendship

1096 Mentor Avenue
Painesville, OH 44077
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www. gyro - international. org
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